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Abstract

We observe that conventional approaches to the construction of Likelihood models of visual appearance
for image features are non-quantitative, precluding their use in tasks such as hypothesis testing for
projected view validation. This document outlines a quantitative approach for verification of 3D objects’
predicted edge features in images, which incorporates both the effects of image noise and local image
structure. This approach supports the construction of a joint probability for the degree of conformity of
image data to both edge orientation and location, without the need for arbitrary relative scale factors.
The method has been validated on multiple views of man-made objects constructed from a variety of
materials.

Introduction
Edge features are widely used throughout the computer vision community for representing and recognising objects
in images. The projected edge-defined shapes of objects can be seen as compact and powerful shape descriptors,
conveniently offering a high degree of invariance to environmental illumination conditions. Furthermore, edge
representations are particularly useful at object boundaries, where the potential for arbitrary backgrounds in
3D scenes invalidates any approach based upon direct modeling of the grey-levels (i.e. across the boundary). In
addition, quantitative spatial information is concentrated at edges, with surfaces offering little if any information to
help determine and localise 3D scene structure. The ease with which humans can recognise objects from simple 2D
line drawings provides anecdotal evidence for the potential significance of edge data for such tasks. Most machine
vision researchers would be pleased to realise even a fraction of these recognition and interpretation capabilities
on a computer.
Many techniques have been proposed with which to detect edge-based shapes in images and the prevalent attitude
in computer vision is that this topic has largely ran its course. Consequently, the process of edge detection no
longer represents a popular topic for conferences and journals. However, although some approaches (such as
Canny) are popular, there is little consensus as to how best analyse image edge data in support of general scene
interpretation tasks. In addition, there are significant failings with popular methods with regards to statistical and
quantitative rigour. In particular, Likelihood models for detection and localisation are generally assumed, rather
than derived from any process of image formation. In addition, we see no effort made to confirm the assumed
distributions with real data [13]. Specific methods aside, the object detection process inherently requires a metric
to evaluate the quality of any hypothesised model matches in order to perform the critical task of discounting any
false interpretations of scene content. The lack of a quantitative statistical basis for edge detection makes this task
unreliable, if not impossible, in the general case. The work presented here formulates a statistical framework with
which to assess the quality of match between a model’s predicted location and orientation and the underlying image
evidence. The novelty of the work centres around a bootstrap approach to the definition of edge detection and
localisation, together with quantitative testing of the assumed distributions. This approach supports combination
of localisation and orientation information in validation tasks without the introduction of arbitrary weightings.
The research was undertaken in support of development of the TINA model matching computer vision system
[14].

Background
Edge-based model matching has been of interest to computer vision researchers for many years [10], being popularly
characterised by the ‘hypothesise and verify’ paradigm. It is commonly noted that the processes involved are
susceptible to a high degree of uncertainty, due to factors such as sensor noise and low resolution pixelation.
Accordingly, popular approaches to hypothesis verification are typically concerned with ‘bounded error’ models,
where only loose constraints on the required degree of match between predicted and observed edge features are

utilised for verification. Since the problem of reliably and precisely locating arbitrary 3D objects itself remains
unsolved (with detectable features rarely projecting exactly to the locations expected [7]), this has seemingly not
been much of an issue to the computer vision community to date.
Many popular verification techniques are associated with the process of template matching, where some form of
similarity measure between a specified template and a particular image edge region is minimised [8]. Optimisation
of such a function can be utilised to best align the predicted and observed edge patterns, with the resultant
difference in grey-levels indicating how closely the hypothesised model matches the image. However, detailed
modeling of grey-level data has problems at object boundaries, where the edge defines the start of an arbitrary
background which is by definition unknowable.
Also, verification has been based upon image plane distances. Thresholds are used to determine supposed valid
instances of sought shapes. Chamfer and Hausdorff matching are perhaps the most prominent of these techniques,
where the mean and largest individual distances between edge-point sets are respectively minimised [2, 6]. Otherwise, each predicted feature point can be validated by simply being on or near (to an estimated bound) a detected
(binary) image edge point, where thresholds on the proportion of visible points can similarly be used to verify the
validity of any hypothesised matches [1]. Although these methods provide a tuneable statistical system under
restricted circumstances, they are not directly applicable to random images of objects, as the residuals from the
predicted model values are not derived from a valid model of image formation1 .
The orientations of models’ predicted edge points also convey a significant amount of information regarding modelmatch quality, as has been noted in a number of publications [8] [4]. Without such constraints, distance transform
techniques, for example, are prone to registering significant Likelihood scores across their features in busy or highly
textured images, where each predicted point would be close to an image edge. By ensuring that feature matches
are only counted if at admissible orientations, any incorrect, coincidental feature match hypotheses can be more
readily rejected. This is especially important when considering the typical flawed nature of objects’ image-edge
maps, where, as will be discussed, many of an object’s features may not be detectable. Hausdorff methods have
been adapted to account for edge orientation information, where a cost for disparate orientations is weighted into
the distance transform function [8]. Similarly, truncation techniques have been developed where only a reduced
set of the best point matches are considered [5]. It should however be noted that assessments of edge orientation
are commonly dealt with without any account of propagated uncertainty [11, 9]. For weaker edges, such errors
may be significant, thus requiring appropriate consideration.
Whilst the techniques described above do intuitively have some operational merit, i.e. accounting for whether each
predicted edge point is supported to some degree by the image evidence, the inherent vagueness of each method
can be seen to be a drawback in terms of precise and reliable quantitative verification. In summary, the similarity
distributions observed for both appearance and geometric approaches will vary as an unknown function of the
illumination, the object and its orientation.
The work in this paper is concerned with analysing how well each predicted edge feature point is supported by the
underlying image edge evidence. By basing our statistical distributions directly upon the measured evidence we
can attempt to construct quantitative tests which follow directly from our understanding of image formation and
feature detection. The methods are developed to quantitatively embody any degrees of uncertainty, such as the
reliability of detection and errors encountered in our analysis of edge orientation. This is proposed as being the
only theoretically justifiable way to perform such a task.
There are several important benefits expected for this approach. First, by taking explicit account of the original
image data it is expected to be more discriminatory than distance-based measures while being less dependent upon
the details of image formation than appearance-based approaches. Secondly, the method is quantitatively testable.
We are able to verify that our assumed probabilistic metrics are indeed truly reflective of the behaviour of sampled
edge data for real-world examples of imaged objects. Thirdly, the theory gives an absolute calibration (i.e. relative
weighting) for the orientation and localisation terms used in Likelihood construction. The difficulties in attempting
this approach are however significant. A successful theory must deal with the effects of arbitrary illumination and
changes of physical appearance under projection while defining calculations which are computable using minimal
knowledge of expected image content, specifically; predicted edge location, orientation and local image data.

Methods
The proposed approach is based upon the premise that a faithfully representative wireframe model has been
accurately projected onto the corresponding image data. This is done so that we can concentrate on the statistical
1 Consequently, failures in verification are driven more by inadequacies in the object model, illumination model, and camera calibration than image content.
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distributions associated with detectable edges. A process of lateral feature shifting has been adopted in this work to
ensure that any edge features are optimally aligned with any underlying image edge evidence. This process accounts
for the systematic shifting of object boundaries due to illumination which often occurs in real images of man-made
objects [7]. This work aims to formulate probabilistic terms which directly account for the quality of match
between oriented edge feature points and their hypothesised image positions. Particular emphasis is placed on
validating our assumed statistical models by getting good agreement between the expected and observed Likelihood
distributions. Given such agreement, we have reliable, well-defined predictions for the expected behaviour of our
assumed Likelihood terms for well-aligned edge-based object models. A process of statistical hypothesis testing can
then be implemented to indicate the probability that a specified model point projects onto a valid oriented edge
point. This evidence can then be accumulated across object models, at appropriate intervals, to support specific
curve and whole model match verification.
It is acknowledged that for real-world object detection scenarios, many of the features predicted by a wireframe
model may not be visible even for un-occluded objects. This can be due to, for example, specular highlights or
lack of contrast across similarly illuminated fore- and backgrounds. This places extra emphasis on the integrity
of any feature detection and verification processes and dictates that, at best, we will only ever be able to detect
a restricted set of any predicted edge feature points. This process of course assumes that our wireframe models
also faithfully represent any occluded features across changes in viewpoint. In this work, wireframe models are
accompanied by feature visibility files which detail any viewpoint dependencies. We take this approach rather than
using CAD like surface models as we believe it is more fundamentally suited to the learning of visible structure
from arbitrary sequences of images. In particular, although it is possible to reliably infer the presence of a surface
boundary using edges, it is not possible to reliably infer the presence of a surface from an area of smoothly varying
grey-levels. Arbitrary illumination also precludes the possibility of making reliable estimates of 3D surface shape,
thereby inhibiting the kinds of update process which would be necessary to learn a surface from multiple views. We
envisage therefore that the first stages of object learning will involve modeling edge structure, with surfaces only
being included in the representation once the view-based feature representation is already sufficient to recognise
and localise an object.

Edge Orientation Analysis
The true distribution for estimation of the local gradient direction from separate x and y image derivatives has been
described as a Von Mises distribution [15]. This is expected to be more detailed a model of the distribution than is
needed for most practical purposes (i.e. away from low contrast regions). A first order (Gaussian) approximation
can be derived using error propagation and tested empirically on real data. The local image orientation can be
defined as
u
dI/dx
) = arctan( )
ψ = arctan(
dI/dy
v
√
Given Gaussian independant noise σ on the image I, we can assume equal errors δ = 2σ on derivatives u and v
computed using finite differences. Then the expected error on ψ can be computed using error propagation
δψ2 = (

vδ
uδ
)2 + ( 2
)2
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v + u2

Since the variance is the square of the error, and taking ‘g’ to be the edge magnitude v 2 + u2
δψ2 ≈

2σ 2
g2

i.e. the error on the local edge orientation is inversely proportional to the edge strength g and proportional to the
image noise σ. The conventional definition of edge strength can thus be considered as the Fisher information for
calculation of image plane orientation [12] (i.e. the best locations to apply an orientation test).
The orientation distribution can be selected in order to match the error distribution on its measurement (δψ2 )
p(ψ|x, y) = p

1
2π var(ψ)

exp(−

(φ(x, y) − ψ(x, y))2
)
2 δψ2

with φ(x, y) representing the edge orientation of a feature pixel. This is our Likelihood for feature orientation
(Langle ).
Given such a prediction of the distribution (Gaussian) of edge orientation residuals for well aligned edge features,
we are able to perform quantitative hypothesis tests (Hangle ) to indicate the probability that a specified feature
point represents a valid instance of an edge match using the error function (erf()).
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Edge Location Analysis
The Likelihood for edge orientation is fully quantitative, as we have a model for the way in which it is affected by
image noise. The generation of a Likelihood term which corresponds to feature localisation is more problematic.
It is impossible to predict the distributions of grey level data associated with an object viewed under arbitrary
illumination. We therefore define a quantitative probability relating to the localisation of edge structure, based
upon our understanding of the edge detection process combined with a bootstrap resampling of local image data.
This process involves some degree of approximation and various assumptions, which will be corroborated later
using sample data.
The edges which we are most interested in for object detection are continuous step edges which define the contours
of objects. By definition, a pixel can therefore be deemed to contain such an edge feature if its gradient value
(edge strength) is both above the noise floor and greater than M of its 8 immediate neighbours. We can therefore
assess the probability of any location being defined as an edge if we are prepared to sample the local distributions
of gradients in image data.
The probability that a given (non-negative) gradient value x is less than a specific gradient value g is defined by
P (g > x) =

Z

g

p(x, y) dy =
−∞

Z

g

p(x, y) dy
0

Where p(x,y) is the probability density as a function of gradient value y, i.e. the noise distribution on the measured
x. Taking a bootstrap approach based upon the local region, the probability that a particular pixel would be greater
than a threshold t and a sample (x0 ...xN ) drawn from the distribution of N local pixels can be defined as
P (g > x, t < g) =

N
1 X
P (g > xi , t < g)
N i

as an approximation we can assume that the threshold process is independant of the test for an M-way local
maxima
Z g
Z g
N
1 X
p(t, y) dy
p(t, y) dy = R(g)
P (g > xi )
=
N i
0
0
which can be regarded as the ‘soft rank’ of the central pixel R(g) in comparison to its neighbours 2 multipled by the
probability for the hypothesis that g is above threshold. As a ranking process is a form of histogram equalisation,
this should generate a uniform distribution in R for data sampled from an image where the local gradient is above
the noise floor.
This is currently an over simplified model of edge detection. In order to define the probability of detecting an
edge we need a better definition for the sampling process which generates edge data. If we define this process as
involving some number of a random selection of gradients being less than the central value then the probability
that we will detect a feature will be a polynomial function of R(g). We can consider this, equivalently, as a random
local spatial reorganisation of the data which was used to compute R.
Given that there are several definitions of edge that we could use, we do not wish to be too specific, but would
rather let the data itself inform us of the most appropriate approach. So we approximate an edge detection process
by defining the probability Pmax that the central pixel would be larger than M neighbours 3 , so that Pmax ≈ RM .
If M can now be selected so that the distribution of hypothesis probabilities (Hedge ) is uniform for true edges (see
below), then Pmax (R) will be proportional to the Likelihood of getting a particular value of R, (p(R|edge)).
The hypothesis probability that the observed pixel is drawn from the sample of edges is obtained by integrating
the Likelihood distribution, so that for edges well above threshold
M +1/M
Hedge ≈ Pmax
= RM +1

Now, for a quantitatively valid hypothesis probability (i.e. in the situation where all of our assumptions hold and
our definition of edge probability is correct), the histogram of Hedge must be uniform. Under these circumstances
the distribution of log(Hedge ) will be exponential. Therefore, it follows that for data which is sampled in a manner
consistent with the bootstrap model, the distribution of log(R) must be an exponential scaled by a factor of
M + 1. We leave M as an empirical parameter to be determined from sample data and the consistency of this
2 This

is an approximation, see Tina memo 2009-008 for a derivation using ‘equal variance’ Likelihood.
simplification has a biological analogy, in that it is consistent with theories of neuronal function such as those developed by
Grossberg. These utilise a “winner-take-all” process, mediated by lateral inhibition.
3 This
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value across multiple data sets thereby provides information concerning the general validity and consistency of the
assumed model. Determination of this factor from sample data (defined using ground truth wire-frame models of
the required edge locations), allows the calculation of a quantitative hypothesis test (Hedge = RM +1 ) and the
appropriate normalisation for the log Likelihood term (−log(Ledge ) = − M log(R)) for use in object localisation.
This is therefore essentially a power law model of statistical feature detection.

Hypothesis Testing of Edge Location and Orientation
Hypothesis testing is a fully quantitative method to indicate how well sample data conforms to a predefined model.
In this case, our statistical models relate to edge location and orientation, which are expected to correspond to (log) exponential and Gaussian distributions respectively. Probabilities resulting from hypothesis tests are expected
to be uniformly distributed. In order to validly combine the terms for orientation and location, the following
renormalisation formulaQ
can be derived [3]. Given n quantities, each having a uniform probability distribution
n
pi=1,n , the product p = i=1 pi can be renormalised to have a uniform probability distribution Fn (p) using
Fn (p) = p

n−1
X
i=0

(− ln p)i
i!

i.e.
Hangle,edge = (Hedge Hangle )(1 − ln(Hedge Hangle ))
where Hedge and Hangle are the hypothesis probabilities for edge location and orientation respectively, estimated
as shown above.
Having confirmed the quantitative utility of our models on ground truth data, this metric can be evaluated for
any sampled edge feature point relative to a model feature prediction to reflect the probability that that point was
indeed representative of a valid model match. This evidence can then be accumulated across sets of representative
curves to support verification of detected object models in images. For instance, thresholds can be set against the
proportion of model features passing the hypothesis test at a specified confidence limit. Since many edge features
may not be present due to unpredictable environmental illumination conditions, we define a feature to be present
if the majority of its individual features are detected. This in turn implies that our predictions of appearance need
only include curved structures when at least 50% of their length is expected to be visible. This allows for a fair
degree of freedom in the initial construction of view-based models, which is important if we expect the system to
refine model parameters (i.e. learn) upon repeated presentation of an object.

Results
The key assumptions that we are interested in testing here, relate to our assumed terms for edge localisation and
orientation. In particular, theoretical and observed distributions should agree if the statistical formulations are
valid.
A selection of 8 objects made from a variety of materials using a number of fabrication processes have been
imaged in stereo from multiple viewpoints and 3D wireframe models with associated view dependency files were
constructed. These were then approximately aligned using stereoscopic cues and final alignment performed (during
what is effectively a re-calibration process) (Figure 2).
The cumulative sampled distributions for the data were plotted for each object and the overall scaling of each
distribution (M ) determined - to bring each into best quantitative agreement with the theoretical cumulative
distribution curves (Figure 1, a and b). The scaling factors needed to achieve this level of agreement are shown in
Table 1.
The results represent the average level of conformity between our statistical model and the data across all curves
in each object. It confirms that we have reasonable agreement between the theoretical and assumed location and
orientation distributions following object specific scaling. Although the scaling factors vary they are reasonably
consistent across the objects. The average scaling levels can thus be factored into our calculations. We believe
that this scaling is predominantly due to contamination from non-edge pixels in the bootstrap estimates of the
Likelihood terms. Knowledge of these values allows the Likelihood terms for edge location and orientation to be
appropriately weighted during object localisation, so eliminating what would otherwise be an arbitrary scaling
parameter in the similarity measure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Cumulative distributions (percentage) of sampled data for edge location as a function of ranks (a) and
orientation as a function of angle (b), overlayed with the theoretically predicted distributions (solid green curves).
Given a known number of sample points, these plots can be used to predict the conformity of the model to the
data via the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. For example, for a (maximum vertical) difference between curves of 0.1,
50 sample points along a simple curve will produce a significance value of 0.13 which is insufficient to exclude
this distribution as a description of the data. As the number of samples on an extended curve increases however,
the strength of the statistical test will also increase until it eventually fails. Until that point, the simple model
is a sufficient approximation of the feature detection process. Even then the model may still be sufficient for
construction of a hypothesis test at the low significance levels generally required.
Since our assumed Likelihood models can be seen to closely reflect observed distribution distributions, we can be
confident that the associated hypothesis test for a sampled edge feature point will give a good indication that a
location corresponds to a valid edge. Although object specific scaling may be required to get the most accurate
interpretations of verification, factoring of an average weighting term across all objects still supports reliable
verification interpretations. This can be demonstrated by projecting a full wireframe model (including occluded
features) onto a corresponding image and by checking that each visible feature is accounted for and vice versa.
This is demonstrated in Figure 3. This process is utilised by the TINA vision system to aid feature detection for
the automated construction of view dependency files. The criteria utilised for this experiment are that a feature
is displayed as being present if at least 45% of its related pixels pass a combined hypothesis test for location
and matching orientation with a confidence level of 0.01%. The confidence level allows virtually any suspected
edge feature to be passed, while the 45% threshold accounts for feature degradation due to factors such as partial
occlusion or specular interference. The features used for modeling are straight line segments and circular features
that are split along their major projected axes. As mentioned, prior to verification, the position of each such feature
is locally optimised using a lateral feature shifting procedure, so that the distribution of feature Likelihoods can
be sampled at the location determined by the image evidence. As can be seen, just about every expected feature
is then correctly identified and any missing features can be explained away by illumination artifacts. None of the
occluded features were flagged as being present with these thresholds. Similar results were achieved across the
models featured in Figure 1.
The proposed verification metric has been successfully implemented in the TINA model matching computer vision
system to reliably select the best of any competing match hypotheses in terms of the proportion of predicted edge
feature points passing the hypothesis test at a specified confidence limit. The validity of any leading hypotheses
can be verified by demanding that the majority of features are accounted for.

Conclusions
This document has outlined an approach for the statistical testing of the predicted locations of objects’ defining
edge features in images. Quantitative metrics have been formulated to account for both the matching locations and
orientations of such projected edge features. We find that the Likelihood corresponding to feature location is related
to the rank of the local image gradient R(g) (and might be therefore reasonably be called an edge strength), while
the image gradient magnitude itself (g), is related instead (via Fisher information) to the orientation Likelihood4 .
These metrics have been validated by checking that data distributions sampled from ground truth edges in real data
correspond to those theoretically predicted. A combined statistical hypothesis test for corresponding edge location
4 This is an interestimg finding, as conventionally it is g which is considered indicative of “edge strength” and frequently used as an
edge location Likelihood.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

Figure 2: Test objects and the features reprojected from the corresponding view-based 3D models.
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Object
(as Fig. 2)
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
(i) (j)
(k) (l)
(n) (m)
(o) (p)

Edge
Scale
5.6
6.0
3.2
4.8
3.6
4.0
3.6
4.0

Orient.
Scale
1.8
1.4
1.4
2.2
1.4
1.9
1.3
1.7

Edge
D-value
0.15
0.15
0.09
0.14
0.09
0.11
0.09
0.09

Orient.
D-value
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.04
0.11
0.04
0.07
0.05

Table 1: Relative scalings of the cost function terms required to bring the observed data distributions into best
agreement with the assumed distributions, accompanying the maximum distribution-separation terms (D-values)
required for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
and orientation has been implemented to indicate the probability that a sampled data point represents a valid
instance of an edge feature match. Accumulation of this edge point-based information across sets of representative
curves has been shown to support reliable verification of the validity of any wireframe model match hypotheses.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Figure (b) represents the full 3D wireframe model used to represent the object depicted in (a). Figure (c)
shows those features verified as being present in (a) according to the verification strategy outlined in the Results
section.
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